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EVERY DESIGNER HAS
A FAVORITE SHADE ON
STANDBY. THESE ARE THEIR
NO-FAIL, UNOBTRUSIVE,
UNEXPECTED COLORS
THAT SHOULD BE IN YOUR
REPERTOIRE.
Paint. It’s the crucial factor even the
most talented of designers struggle with
most. Light altering, mood shifting,
décor puzzle-piecing—it all comes down
to that one, integral hue. It sets the
tone for an entire space—no pressure,
right? So, we wanted to know—what
are designers’ stalwart shades? The
ones they flip to in their sample books
without a flinch? To lessen that wall-ofpaint-chips anxiety, we asked—and they
delivered.
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It is remarkable and bold—you can always
guarantee that it will create a dynamic space.”

and textures, and says the color goes
particularly well with black. She favors

Room Service: A client’s upstairs lounge

“Caviar” by Sherwin-Williams (SW 6990).

The Hue: “Greens” by Sherwin-Williams

was recently bathed in “Greens,” and

“The shade has a way of complementing a

(SW 6748) in High Gloss

created a “fun, energetic space for

maximalist aesthetic, which is always fun.”

entertaining,” Murphy says. She also applied
Text
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The Designer: Roz Murphy of Roz Murphy

it in the laundry room of a historical Tudor

Paint-Chip Tip: “Ask yourself, what is the

Design

restoration for an “English hunting club

room going to be used for? It should really

vibe,” she says. “The shade has significant

be the function of a space that dictates the

range.”

color. So if you want electric, social vibes,

The Allure: “I love a strong, dramatic color
that can pair with almost any other color,”
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go with a bolder selection, and if you are

Murphy says. “This shade evokes nature but

Perfect Pairings: She recommends blending

looking to create a calming, soothing space,

can also be very sophisticated and formal.

in rich velvets and a mixture of patterns

go with something light and airy.”

